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Give Your Garage A Makeover

The company will make your garage a completely new place, something you may never have dreamt of.
And then may be you could play with your kids in the garage or even host a nice barbeque party.

May 28, 2009 - PRLog -- Your garage need be the place to stock the miscellaneous or something that you
use rarely. Give your garage a complete makeover this season with the Nu garage and  epoxy of San Diego
and Las Vegas. 
Nu Garage and Epoxy will change the way your garage looks. From installing some out of the box garage
floor to setting up overhead racks to ensure proper storage, the company does it all. To add on, it even gives
you additional facilities like garage cabinet so that your garage once done looks sparkling fresh.

Garage flooring is perhaps the most important feature of the garage. You can now do away with those old
plain, jane floors and make space for new and bright flooring in your garage. Nu garage and epoxy
specializes in  epoxy floors San Diego. Give away those old floorings for a bright and spectacular garage
epoxy floor in your garage.

Irrespective of whether you have a simple single color or a full multi colored, the company is sure to
change the way the garage floor looks. With a highly skilled staff,  Nu Garage And Epoxy provides some of
the best flooring designs. Our designs exhibit premier standards of creativity and craftsmanship.  

Though we can give you any and every flooring design that you ask for, multi-colored logo flooring designs
remains our forte. You could also go in for abstract designs or opt for simple classic styles. Adding style to
that otherwise dull and boring floor will completely morph your garage into an all new place.

Often small items that need to be stored in the garage make the garage look cluttered and messy. Whether it
is the bottle of lubricant or simply some cans that need to be stored, they are bound to make your garage
cluttered if not stored in the right manner. To make sure that you keep all your knick knacks in place, Nu
Garage And Epoxy offers you some mind blowing  garage storage racks. 

These garage racks are overhead garage rocks and enable you to utilize the space near your ceiling. You
would have never ever thought of utilizing the space near the ceiling. At the most, you could have probably
come up with an idea of installing a garage cabinet to store the miscellaneous. These overhead garage racks
take the space near the ceiling so that you can do whatever you want to with the rest of the garage. 

Overhead garage racks not just save space, but they also ensure safety. Stock up all the things that you do
not want your young ones to reach to in these garage racks. And no matter how hard they try, they will
never be able to reach these racks. To add on, these garage racks even offer convenience and are far cheaper
than monthly storage rentals. 

Nu garage And Epoxy offers only one brand for  overhead storage racks i.e. MonsterRax. MonsterRax is
one of the most trusted and reliable brands when it comes to quality. The racks from this company look
good and come with an unmatchable quality. To add on they even have a lifetime guarantee. You certainly
could not have asked for more.

By stocking up all your tit bits, overhead garage racks will make your garage more spacious and give it an
overall new look. You could may be have a cup of tea in your garage then or simply spend time with your
children.
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So don’t wet, get started and give your garage a complete makeover. For more details, feel free o log on to
www.nugarageandepoxy.com.

# # #

You could may be have a cup of tea in your garage then or simply spend time with your children.We offer
the best warranties in the business, and our epoxy flooring installations are both beautiful and durable. Visit
us today.
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